The State of Remote Work in
the Contact Center Industry
Contact centers increasingly embrace remote
work, but conflicts continue as some companies
push for returning to the office
A research report by Playvox
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Contact Centers Have Successfully Shifted To Remote Work But The
Future For A Return To The Office Remains Unclear

Like other industries, contact centers everywhere were forced to quickly move their
employees to working from home in March 2020 when the COVID-19 pandemic started.
But unlike other businesses, contact centers felt the pressure much more acutely. Not
only did they need to swiftly transition their employees to remote work, but they also
had to maintain hthigh
tps://www.playvox.employee
com/blog/team-leaders-10-tips-performance
to-really-optimize-agents-performance/ and agent satisfaction — at a time when
contact center interactions were at an all-time high.
Playvox recently conducted a research study to understand the impact
has
https://www.playvox.remote
com/products/remote-wwork
orkforce-management
/
had on contact centers. Questions this report examines include:
● Have most contact centers had success as they implemented work from home?
● As agents moved to work from home, has it been a positive experience?
● For those who have had a less-than-favorable experience, what can we learn and do
differently as we continue to enable work from home scenarios?
● In an industry that was accustomed to having in-person oversight to agents, have
managers adapted their leadership style to accommodate this new model of work?
For the most part, the results of this research showed that the shift to work from home
was overwhelmingly seen as a good thing. Contact centers across the globe embraced
remote work and leveraged key tools, resources, and processes to make the experience a
positive one for their agents. Not only are agents and managers satisfied with working
remotely, but key metrics such as job satisfaction and retention rates also increased as
the result of the flexibility of remote work.
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As agents have grown to appreciate the flexibility of remote work, they have grown less
willing to return to offices. At the same time, many companies are touting the benefits of
being an office environment and pushing hard for a return to the office.
The research addresses these topics:
● The number of contact centers using a hybrid, all remote, or all in-office work model
● Satisfaction levels for both managers and agents with remote work
● The likelihood of agents looking elsewhere if they aren’t offered remote options
● Impact of remote work on resignation rates and hiring new employees
● The level of success in implementing remote work
● Future plans to return agents to the office this year
● The solutions and resources that were implemented in the past few years to support
remote workforces
● Feedback from managers and agents on the effectiveness of different training formats
and motivational techniques for remote workforces
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Key Takeaways

60%

56%

httpsThe
:/ www.playvox.com/ebooksmajority
/improving-the-contact-center-agent-experiencof
e-with-a-hybridcontact
-workforce/

centers are still working
remotely.

Agents overwhelmingly
want to continue working
remotely.

Nearly 60% are using a hybrid

56% would consider leaving their

work model, while almost 40% of

current employer if they weren’t

contact centers are entirely

offered a remote work option.

remote.

49%

49%

Remote work has
positively influenced job
satisfaction and retention
rates.

Remote work is also
being used to attract
and hire new agents.

Forty-nine percent (49%) of

managers are using remote

managers are using remote work

work as an incentive to attract

as an incentive to attract new

new agents.

Forty-nine percent (49%) of

agents.

However, there’s a massive disconnect that
could spike resignation rates: Managers are
planning to return agents to the office.
Nearly half of managers say some percentage of their agents will be returning
to an office in 2022, which is at odds with the agent workforce who have a
strong desire to continue working remotely.
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Even though most contact centers are remote, they haven’t
established guidelines for remote work.
Forty-two percent (42%) of contact centers don’t have remote work policies in place.

New software solutions were deployed to support remote
workforces.
Multiple software solutions are now commonly used in contact centers. Video
conferencing software, such as Zoom, is the most popular (54%), followed htby
tps:/ www.pworkforce
layvox.com/products/workforce-management/

https://www.playvox.management
com/products/learning-solutions/software
httpsmanagement
:/ www.playvox.com/products/workforce-management/ (29%), quality
https://www.playvox.management
com/products/quality-management/ (26%), and learning
(26%).

Managers and remote agents have different opinions about which
training and motivational techniques work best.
For
believe instructor-led is most effective, while agents prefer
ht ps:/ www.ptraining,
layvox.com/webinars/ensuring-quality-amongst-your-amanagers
gents/
learning from an experienced colleague. For motivating
https://www.playvox.com/products/custagents,
omer-service-motivation/ managers assume
recognition by supervisors or upper management is most effective, while agents say the
option to work remotely is most motivating.
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Remote Work Successes
Hybrid Work Model Is Most Common

Most contact centers
have fully embraced
remote work.

Nearly 60% are using a
hybrid workforce model
and almost 40% are fully
remote.

The vast majority of
agents (68%) work
remotely 31-40 hours per
week.

Only 2% say all their
agents work from a
company-owned office the
entire work week.

Most managers (64%)
work remotely five or more
days per week.

Erin B., a senior manager at a property management and home rental company, says,
“We use a hybrid model, and the majority of our team is remote. We do have office
space for agents who wish to work there, but it’s completely voluntary.”
Kimberly C., a manager at a nonprofit notes, “If an agent lives more than 30 miles from
the office, they’re considered permanently remote. Agents who live closer must come
into the office two days per week and can work remotely the remainder of the week.”

Remote Agents Have Higher Job Satisfaction
Agents enthusiastically support remote work, and it shows in their job satisfaction
levels. An overwhelming majority (70%) say their job happiness has greatly increased
due to remote work. Given the traditionally high resignation rates in the contact center
industry, this is good news for managers who want to positively impact agent retention
at a relatively low cost.
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“I never want to go back to an office.”
Lindsey J., contact center agent at a pharmaceutical company

Agents aren’t the only ones enjoying remote work: Over half the managers surveyed
work remotely five days per week, and 84% of them are satisfied with the number of
hours they work remotely.

Agents: How Has Your Job
Satisfaction Been Impacted by
Working Remotely?
Sample Size: 53 (14.2% of respondents)

1.9%
11.3%

My job satisfaction has
decreased somewhat.

My job satisfaction has’nt
increased or decreased.

17%
My job satisfaction has
increased somewhat.

69.8%
My job satisfaction
has greatly increased.

Managers also report that job satisfaction has improved with remote work. To gauge
satisfaction levels, some contact centers regularly conduct surveys to understand if
agents want to continue working remotely and if improvements are needed.
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Kimberly C., a manager at a nonprofit organization, shares that her organization
surveys agents quarterly and asks questions such as, “How are you feeling about
remote work? Have there been any changes we need to know about?” Her contact
center has found that most agents want to be 100% remote because they’ll save
money on commuting costs, time spent preparing to go to an office, and time their
children may need to spend at a childcare facility, to name a few.

Agents Prefer Remote Work For Many Reasons
Agents cite a variety of reasons as to why they prefer to work remotely. The most
popular reason is saving money: 91% say they appreciate not paying for transportation,
eating meals out, or buying suitable office attire.
Just over three-quarters say they like having more control over their time, while 70%
value being protected from getting sick.
Lindsey J., an agent at a pharmaceutical company who works remotely the entire
work week, shares that she is more productive because she’s no longer spending time
commuting to an office. She also finds working at home to be less stressful than in an
office.
Chuck L., an agent at a healthcare company, says he misses impromptu conversations
with coworkers, but he also likes the flexibility of working at home. He comments, “I
miss the cross-collaboration, ‘watering hole’-type interactions, but I also value working
remotely.”
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Agents: What Do You
Prefer, if Anything, About
Working Remotely Versus
Working From an Office?
Choose All That Apply.

Percent

Number of
responses

I save money by not paying for
transportation/gas, eating lunch out, office
attire, etc.

91%

48

I have more control over my time.

76%

40

I’m more protected from getting sick, such as
catching COVID.

70%

37

I feel my productivity is higher when working
remotely.

68%

36

I have the flexibility to move to a place where
my company’s offices aren’t located.

57%

30

I can better satisfy family obligations (e.g child
care, elder care, etc.)

47%

25

6%

3

Other.

Interestingly, although a

httresearch
ps:/ www.forbes.com/sites/bryanrobinson/2study
02 /02/04/3-new-studies-end-cited
debate-over-ef ectivenesby
-of-hybrid-and-Forbes
remote-work/?sh=19a2126059b2
reports that 75% of employees
say their work-life balance has
improved as a result of remote
or hybrid working, our research
found that slightly less than
half (47%) appreciate the ability
to better satisfy family
obligations such as child care
or elder care.
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Given that many agents are younger and may not yet have these responsibilities, this
finding makes sense. According to the
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics data from 2020,
https://www.bls.gov/cps/cpsaat11b.htm
nearly a quarter of customer service representatives (CSRS) are ages 16-24 and members

ht ps:/ www.the
playvox.com/ebo kMillennial
s/how-to-manage-and-motivate-mil en ials-in-the-contact-center/
of Gen Z while another 28% are ages 25-34 and primarily belong to
generation.
ht ps:/ www.playvox.com/ebo ks/how-to-manage-and-motivate-mil en ials-in-the-contact-center/

Agents value the flexibility of remote work
Remote work is often touted as having more flexibility than in-office environments.
Agents value this too, as 76% cite having more control over their time and the flexibility
to move to another location (57%) as being important benefits of remote work. This is
reinforced by htrecent
tps:/ www.marketwatcresearch
h.com/story/big-pay-raises-and-from
chance-to-work-fGrant
rom-home-drive-recorThornton
d-job-hopping-11649433213 that found 80% of workers say job
flexibility is a priority when evaluating new opportunities or staying in the same role.
There are limits to the degree of flexibility contact centers can offer agents, such as
allowing them to choose which hours they work. Sixty-four percent (64%) say they can’t
select the shifts they work. This can cause challenges, especially for employees who may
need a more predictable schedule for a variety of reasons, such as caring for children or
pursuing further education.
Our research found that many contact centers do involve agents in the decision to work
remotely: 42% say it’s a joint decision between management and the agent if they can
work from home. Fifty percent (50%) say their contact center alone decides who can
work from home.

Managers: Who Decides if an
Agent Can Work Remotely?
Sample Size: 310 (82.9% of respondents)

1.9%
Unsure.

6.1%
The agent.

41.9%
Both the agent and our
company.

50.0%
Our company.

Jack V., a manager at a healthcare company, says, “Our contact center tries to offer
flexibility whenever possible, but the reality is that there will always be work
environments that don’t align with preferences.” Other managers share that being
flexible is paramount when it comes to scheduling agents and satisfying their
expectations.
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What are Contact Centers Doing Well and
Where Can They Improve?
Feedback From Agents On What Their Contact Centers Are Doing
Well
Agents report their contact centers are doing a number of things well when it comes to
remote work. Many say their managers do a good job of facilitating frequent
team-building events to create a sense of camaraderie, including positive, frequent
communication.
Offering creative team-building events, such as online concerts or birthday celebrations,
receives positive, enthusiastic feedback from employees. Agents also value daily
one-on-one chats with their supervisors.
Other feedback from agents on what their contact centers are doing well includes:
● “They clearly lay out expectations for work.”
● “They initiate effective communication via Slack.”
● “My manager gives us the freedom to get our work done and doesn’t micromanage.”
● “They offer the option to work remotely and are flexible with the shifts worked from
home.”
● “They do a good job with engaging employees and offering training.”

“Our managers do a very good job managing our remote workforce.
They create team building activities, check in with us daily, and work
hard to create a personal experience.”
-

13
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Feedback From Agents On How Their Contact Center Could Improve
When asked what their contact center could do better, agents have many ideas.
Communication, again, is frequently mentioned. Agents that are less satisfied with their
managers’ efforts report that communication and team-building events aren’t frequent
enough or effective at building relationships with co-workers. Scheduled meetings often
feel rote and uninteresting.
Agents report that developing friendships with coworkers is harder when working
remotely.https://www.playvox.com/products/workforce-engagement-management/
Others offer suggestions on how managers could improve communication
including:
● “Our manager needs to check in with us more often, including daily touch points.”
● “My previous company offered happy hours and made sure the remote team was
included in office events as much as possible. They even sent remote workers gift cards
for food.”
● “Managers need to be more available. At an in-person contact center, management is
much easier to get hold of.”
● “Offer more engagement and opportunities for collaboration.”
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Are Agents Treated Similarly Regardless Of Where They Work?
For hybrid workforces, it might be assumed that managers favor employees who work in
an office over those working remotely, such as giving them more promotion
opportunities or developing stronger relationships.
Some groups of agents are likely to feel that they’re at a disadvantage when working
remotely.https://bit.ly/38KJKQQ
A Deloitte study found that 94% of women say they worry asking to work from
home will limit their prospects for career advancement. If the majority of women worry
about their perceived value when working remotely andhttps://bit.ly/3Nu2lQ8
69% of all contact center agents

https://bit.ly/3Nu2lQ8
are women, supervisors should pay close attention to ensuring the women they do have
in their workforce don’t feel disenfranchised, regardless of their work location.
Additionally, https://bit.ly/38PpZYw
1.1. million women left the workforce between February 2020 and January
2022, accounting for 63% of all jobs lost. This is potentially a big blow to contact centers,
as some of these women have left permanently. The talent pool is now smaller, making it
more challenging than ever to hire agents.
Fortunately, agents who responded to our survey confirm that the fears around remote
work are unfounded and that their managers do treat all agents equally. Seventy-six
percent (76%) of agents say their contact center doesn’t discriminate between in-office
and remote agents. This commitment to equal treatment can further contribute to high
satisfaction levels with remote work.

Agents: Do You Feel Your
Employer Treats Agents
Who Work Remotely
Differently Than They
Treat Those Who Work
From an Office?

7.5%
17.0%

Yes

Unsure

Sample Size: 53 (14.2% of respondents)

75.5%
No
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Fedback From Managers On Remote Work
Managers believe they’ve done a good job supporting their remote workforces.
Sixty-four percent (64%) say their contact center has been extremely or very successful
in supporting remote agents. Considering that 70% of agents say their job satisfaction
has increased due to the ability to work remotely, it seems the contact center industry,
as a whole, has done a good job transitioning to remote work.

Managers: How Successful Do You
Feel Your Contact Center Has Been in
Supporting Your Remote Workforce?
Sample Size: 310 (82.9% of respondents)

0.3%
Not at all successful

9.7%
Unsure

21.0%
Extremely successful

3.2%
Minimally successful

22.9%
Somewhat successful

42.9%
Very successful

“When everyone went remote, we set really clear expectations with the agents,
including the metrics they were expected to satisfy. We have weekly
conversations so they know where they stand in terms of performance”
-

Erin B., senior contact center manager at a property management
and home rental company

When asked what factors have led to their success inhttps:
managing
a remote
workforce,
//www.playvox.com/blog/remote-customer-servi
ce-how-to-successful
ly-manage-remote-teams/
contact center leaders cite offering appropriate technology for agents to do their jobs,
scheduling regular communication and team-building activities, offering good benefits,
and supporting job flexibility.
Leanne Y., a contact center manager at a fitness company, shares, “We pay well, and we
schedule two stand-up meetings daily to maintain face-to-face contact. We also manage
the team with the utmost respect.”
Philip A., a manager at an online learning organization, says, “We give unlimited paid
time off to facilitate a positive work-life balance, schedule remote happy hours to
promote team camaraderie, and offer random, fun team competitions facilitated by team
members.”
Other areas where managers feel they’re doing well include:
● “We provide the right tools for remote collaboration and communication.”
● “We have a very easy-to-use platform.”
● “We promote a positive work-life balance.”
● “We focus on regular contact and communication.”
● “We have a remote-first policy and a high level of trust.”
● “We schedule virtual happy hours and one-on-one meetings with supervisors.”
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Remote Work Reduces Resignation Rates
Since contact centers have traditionally high resignation rates, managers are always
looking for ways to encourage their agents to stay. According to ahttps://bit.ly/3at17pO
2021 ICMI study, the
turnover rate across contact centers of all sizes is 25% and rises to 38% at very large
contact centers. Forty-three (43%) of contact center agents stay in their roles for less
than two years.
Another study found that it can be especially challenging to convince 18- to
24-year-olds to work full-time from an office. https://bit.ly/3aEBjat
Seventy-one percent (71%) of that age
group
say
https://bit.ly/3aEBj
at that “if my employer insisted on me returning to my workplace full time, I’d
consider looking for another job.”
The good news is that our research found that supporting remote work reduces
resignation rates. Forty-one percent (41%) of managers say giving agents the ability to
work remotely has either greatly or somewhat reduced their resignation rates, which is
excellent news for the industry. The
Great Resignation doesn’t seem to have impacted
https://cnb.cx/3MllKBr
the contact center industry as much as other industries.

Managers: What
Percentage of Your
Organization’s Remote
Workforce Has Already or
Will Be Transitioning Back
to Working From a
Company-owned Office at
Some Point in 2022?

Value

Percent

Responses

It’s greatly reduced our resignation rate

19.7%

61

It’s somewhat reduced our resignation rate

21.3%

66

It’s had no impact on our resignation rate

31.6%

98

It’s somewhat increased our resignation rate

3.9%

12

It’s greatly increased our resignation rate

0.3%

1

23.2%

72

Unsure

Totals: 310
Sample Size: 310 (82.9% of respondents)
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Remote Work Is Used To Recruit New Agents
According tohttps://bit.ly/3atbBpq
a TechTarget article, 35% of contact centers have challenges finding
agents with the required experience. To help combat this, managers recognize that
remote work is an attractive incentive and are using it to
recruit new agents.
https://bit.ly/3GK5MQp
In the past year, 49% of managers have offered prospective agents the ability to work
remotely, which is a smart recruitment strategy to help combat labor shortages and low
unemployment rates.

Managers: Consider Your
Recruiting Techniques for
Hiring New Agents. In the
Past 12 Months, Which of
These Have You Used to
Recruit New Hires? Choose
All That Apply.

Percent

Number of
responses

Option to work remotely

49%

151

We haven’t changed our recruiting techniques in
the past 12 months

28%

88

Flexible schedules (e.g. agents can choose what
hours and days they work)

26%

79

Extended benefits (e.g. gym membership, gift
cards, home office stipend, etc.)

21%

66

One-time bonus (e.g. signing bonus, retention
bonus)

13%

40

More paid vacation time

9%

27

Other.

1%

3

“We’re getting way more candidates applying for jobs than we ever did
before supporting remote work, because we can now employ agents
wherever they’re located.”
-

Erin B., senior contact center manager at a property management
and home rental company
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Remote Work Challenges
Majority Of Managers Will Bring Their Workforce Back To An
Office In 2022
Even with all the successes contact centers are experiencing with remote work, a
conflict looms. Managers say they’ll be bringing their agents back to the office at
some point in 2022, while agents strongly prefer to continue working remotely.
Nearly half (45%) of managers say some percentage of their agent workforce will be
going back to an office in 2022, while 40% have no plans to return their workforce to
an office.

Managers: What
Percentage of Your
Organization’s Remote
Workforce Has Already or
Will Be Transitioning Back
to Working From a
Company-owned Office at
Some Point in 2022?
Sample Size: 310 (82.9% of respondents)

20

Value

Percent

Responses

Our organization currently has no plans to bring
any remote agents back into the office

39.7%

123

1 - 25%

19.4%

60

26 - 50%

10.0%

31

51 - 75%

8.4%

26

76 - 99%

6.5%

20

100%

1.0%

3

They’ve already transitioned back to a
company-office office

5.2%

16

10.0%

31

Unsure
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Returning To The Office Is Very Unpopular With Agents
These decisions on returning to an office (or not) need to be deliberate and
thoughtful. Transitioning agents back to an office could cause a correlating increase in
resignation rates. Agents so strongly prefer remote work that 68% don’t want to
return to working from an office at any point.

Agents: Do You Want to Return to
Working From an Office Either
Now or in the Future?
4.5%

Sample Size: 53 (14.2% of respondents)

Yes

23.3%
Unsure

68.2%
No

Additionally, 50% of agents say they wouldn’t work for a company that didn’t offer a
remote work option, and 57% say they would be extremely or very likely to leave their
current job if their employer didn’t allow remote work.
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Agent Lindsey J. says she would probably seek other employment if her contact
center no longer supported remote work. Others live long distances from an office,
making in-person work impossible.

Agents: How Likely Would You Be to
Leave Your Current Job if Your
Employer Didn’t Allow Remote Work?
Sample Size: 53 (14.2% of respondents)

7.5%
Unsure

22.6%
Extremely likely

15.1%
Not at all likely

11.3%
Slightly likely

9.4%
Somewhat likely
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34.0%
Very likely

Remote Work Policies
Given that the majority of contact centers have agents working from home, it would
seem logical that they have remote work policies in place. However, our survey found
that 42% don’t have such policies in place, and only 34% do.
Considering that two years ago, many companies thought that remote work would
be short-term and temporary, contact centers may not have seen the need to put
policies in place. Also, since many managers say at least some portion of their teams
will be transitioning back to an office this year, they might view it as unnecessary to
create policies
at this point.
https://bit.ly/33MKnHj

https://www.playvox.com/products/quality-management/
https://www.playvox.com/products/workforce-management/
Managers:
Does Your Company Have
Policies in Place that Govern if an
https://www.playvox.com/products/coaching/
Agent Can Work Remotely or Not?
Sample Size: 310 (82.9% of respondents)

https://www.playvox.com/products/customer-service-motivation/

11.3%
https://www.playvox.com/products/learning-solutions/
Unsure

69.8%
Yes

https://www.playvox.com/products/performance-management/
www.playvox.com/products/customer-ai/
17%
No
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Of companies that do have remote work policies, most specify the criteria that
agents must satisfy in order to work remotely, such as meeting performance
standards and needing a quiet, dedicated workspace with internet access. In some
cases, these requirements are spelled out in job descriptions.
Managers shared details about their remote work policies including:
● “If the agent lives more than 30 miles from the office, they are considered to be
permanently remote. Everyone else works in the office two days per week and
remotely three days per week. New hires must complete their first six months in
the office, five days per week. Anyone not performing to satisfaction will be
required to report to the office five days per week until metrics are maintained.”
● “Agents must meet certain performance standards. For administrative or support
roles, they get one day a week to work remotely.”
● “They need to be in good standing, such as meeting work expectations, and must
have been in their role for one year.”
● “Our remote work policy focuses on the environment they will work in, such as
having a quiet room and clean desk, consenting to video recording, etc.”
An
Inc.com article suggests establishing “principles and guardrails” to help define
https://bit.ly/3Mg6xle
policies around flexible work. This helps give managers a framework to build flexible
remote work policies, while leaving room for individual teams, such as customer
service, workforce management, and quality management, to test and learn.
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New Software Deployed to Support Remote
Work
Remote work has necessitated technology changes, including the deployment of
new software to support remote agents.
Not surprisingly, video conferencing software, such as Zoom, is the most commonly
deployed technology (54%) in the past year, followed by collaboration software such
as Slack (27%). Both technologies help contact centers stay in touch with their
remote workforce and build a positive team environment.
Many managers mention their remote work policies require agents to maintain
specific performance standards. Managers cite solutions such
as workforce
https://bit.ly/3x8HNpw
management (29%) and quality
management (26%) as being
https:/ www.plahelpful
yvox.com/ebooks/a-game-chanto
ging-choicehybrid
-your-hybrid-contact-center-workforce/
https://bit.ly/3x8HNpw
https://bit.ly/3teSQMF

ht ps:/workforces
w w.playvox.com/ebo ks/a-game-changing-choice-your-hybrid-contact-ceso
nter-workforce/ they can monitor and schedule remote and in-office agents similarly.

Managers: Which of These
Software Solutions Has
Your Organitation Deployed
in the Past 12 Months to
Support Your Remote
Agents? Choose All That
Apply.

25

Percent

Number of
responses

Video conferencing software, such as Zoom

54%

168

Collaboration software

27%

84

Workforce management software

29%

91

Quality management software

26%

81

Learning management software

26%

81

Screen sharing software

24%

73

Performance management software

21%

66

We haven’t deployed any new software to
support our remote workforce

19%

59

Screen control software

7%

23

Other.

1%
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“Remote work has improved our call quality and customer satisfaction.”
-

Kimberly C., contact center director at a nonprofit organization

Most Effective Training Methods
Training was cited by remote agents as a key success factor—as long as it’s well-designed
and delivered effectively. It’s important to know how agents prefer to receive information,
as it can help managers select the most effective training method.
Agent Lindsey J., an agent at a pharmaceutical company, says she’s a visual learner, so she
likes to review new material with self-paced videos followed by instructor-led training.
Karla D., another agent at a pharmaceutical company, says she learns best with simulated,
exercise-based training in which she can “play” with new software before using it live.
Interestingly, according to our research, there’s a disconnect between the training
techniques managers and remote agents find most effective. Managers feel that
instructor-led training is most effective, while agents prefer being paired with another CSR.

Most Effective
Training Methods
as Ranked by
Managers

Most Effective
Training Methods
as Ranked by
Agents

#1
#2
#3
#1

Instructor-led training (e.g., in-person
group training, virtual group training)
Pairing agents with another CSR
Self-guided training (e.g., reading
materials, watching videos)

Pairing agents with another CSR

#2

Instructor-led training (e.g., in-person

#3

Self-guided training (e.g., reading

group training, virtual group training)

materials, watching videos)

Most Effective Motivational Techniques
Motivating remote workforces is especially important, and arguably more difficult,
with agents working from home. It’s more challenging to engage employees over
Zoom than in the office, where it’s easier to throw birthday parties or recognize
outstanding performance.
Agent engagement is critical, however.
Gartner research found that 38% of CSRs are
https://bit.ly/3mdprP3
disengaged from their jobs and 28% are neutral. Disengaged CSRs are 84% more
likely to look for a new job than engaged agents. These are significant statistics to
note because high resignation rates can drive poor customer outcomes and increase
economic costs.
In fact, 90%
of organizations want to drive high employee engagement in order to
https://bit.ly/3tByjlZ
https://bit.ly/3NP8ExJ
help their employees stay motivated. This pays off in higher retention rates:
45% of
employees are likely to stay longer at a workplace where they feel engaged and
https://bit.ly/3NP8ExJ
appreciated. In turn, about https://bit.ly/3zfBLWR
21% of companies are more profitable and productive
with a highly engaged workforce.
Knowing that it can be more challenging to motivate a remote workforce, we asked
agents and managers to rate different motivational techniques on their
effectiveness. Again, there’s a disconnect in their feedback.
Managers believe that having supervisors/upper management recognize
performance is the most effective technique, while agents say the option to work
remotely is most motivating. This tends to underscore that there may be a
misunderstanding regarding exactly how much agents value remote work.
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For all-remote and hybrid workforces, there’s a gap between
what managers and agents say are the most effective
motivational techniques

#1
Managers’ raking
of motivational
techniques

Agent’s raking
of motivational
techniques

Recognition by supervisors
or upper management

#2

Incentives such as gift cards

#3

Team social activities

or days off

(agents ranked this #6)

#4

Option to work remotely

#1

Option to work remotely

#2

Incentives such as gift cards

#3

Recognition by supervisors or

or days off

upper management

Agent Lindsey J. enjoys the team-building activities their managers organize, but
she would also appreciate prizes for outstanding performance. Agent Karla D. says
that a previous employer offered a monthly gift card or bonus, which she found
motivating.
“We offer cash bonuses based on their performance in meeting their KPIs.
That’s a big motivator for my team.
We also run quarterly, team-based competitions where the highest achieving
team gets a reward, such as massage certificates, and the individual who
performs best receives an award too.”
-

Erin B., senior contact center manager at a property management and
home rental company

Best Practices for Implementing Remote Work
Successfully
There are many lessons we can learn from the research and feedback from managers and
agents. Consider these best practices for your contact center:

1. Recognize that agents have a strong desire to continue working remotely. Agents
were clear in their feedback: They don’t want to return to an office. Contact center
managers need to understand this and support their preferences in order to avoid a
wave of resignations.
2. Reconsider plans to transition back to an office. Employers who ignore agents’
desire for remote work risk increasing resignation rates, which isn’t advisable during a
time of low unemployment. There are also advantages
to having a remote customer
https://bit.ly/3MlrRpn
service strategy in place such as increased efficiency, lower costs, and higher
https://bit.ly/3MlrRpn
productivity.
3. Consider granting agents more flexibility. One of the reasons employees love
remote work is its flexibility. Sixty-two percent (62%) of agents can’t choose the shifts
they work remotely. Consider giving agents even more flexibility in their jobs, such as
allowing them to choose when they work.
4. Emphasize frequent, meaningful communication. Both managers and agents agree
that communication is key to helping agents feel like part of a team. Daily one-on-one
chats can assist supervisors in assessing motivation levels and addressing issues
before they grow. Offering creative team-building events is also important. Kimberly
C., a manager at a nonprofit organization, says, “You have to increase interaction time
with your employees. Whatever you were doing in the office must increase two- or
threefold.”
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5. Recognize that motivating agents might require different techniques than you’ve
used in the past. Agents value remote work so highly that they say it’s the most
effective motivational technique you can offer. It’s an inexpensive incentive
(compared to monetary ones such as gift cards) that can go a long way in maintaining
https://bit.ly/3976cUy
job satisfaction.
Playing games can also facilitate strong team spirit. One contact

center uses a program called
Kahoot! to create game show-type quizzes that
https://kahoot.com/
everyone can participate in using Zoom.
6. Be flexible with training.https://bit.ly/3PYUITH
Learning programs are essential for remote customer
service teams, but managers and agents have different ideas on the type of training
that’s most effective. Managers believe in-person, instructor training is best, while
agents prefer being paired with and learning from an experienced colleague. Be ready
to shift the type of training you traditionally use to better satisfy learning styles and
preferences.
7. Consider establishing a remote work policy. If your contact center doesn’t already
have a remote work policy in place, consider documenting the level of performance,
technology requirements, and other qualifications that an agent needs in order to
work remotely. Setting expectations appropriately can go a long way in preserving
their job satisfaction.
8. Use software tools that enhance the remote work experience. If you haven’t
already, deploy software solutions that can help enhance communication, such as
Zoom. If you’re struggling to manage your remote workforce, implement
workforce
https://bit.ly/3xfpXT1
management and/or https://bit.ly/3ar6B4B
quality management solutions.
https://bit.ly/3xfpXT1
9. Treat remote and in-office agents similarly. The vast majority of agents say their
contact centers with hybrid workforces already manage both groups of agents
identically, which is great news. Be on guard, however, for policies that might
discriminate against remote agents or make them feel that they’re at a disadvantage
by working from home.
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Conclusion
The two main takeaways for contact centers from this research are that it’s
important to listen to your workforce and that communication is key. Rather than
imposing new mandates, such as requiring agents to return to an office, poll your
agents for feedback and then take that input into account. Keeping the lines of
communication open is important for managers to make well-informed decisions
that could impact agents’ job satisfaction.
Put serious thought into how you communicate with your remote workforce and
use some of the ideas from our research for your own team, such as daily
one-on-ones, regular team meetings, and enjoyable team-building events that don’t
focus on work.
The research unequivocally reinforces that remote work is popular, and agents want
it to stay. Use it to your advantage to retain and recruit agents while boosting job
satisfaction.

Methodology and Demographics
This research was conducted via an online study of Playvox customers and
prospects that ran from March 10-15, 2022. The survey received 374 responses from
contact center leaders and agents based in the U.S. and Canada. Respondents
belong to a range of contact center sizes, and most service either B2C or B2B
customers.
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How Playvox Can Help
Playvox makes it easy to manage and motivate all the agents in your contact
center with our https://bit.ly/33MKnHj
suite of solutions.
Quality: Identify and fix agent quality issues across any channel.
https://www.playvox.com/products/quality-management/
Workforce
Management: Automate scheduling and forecasting.
https://www.playvox.com/products/workforce-management/
Coaching:
Improve call handling, behaviors, compliance, and soft skills.
https://www.playvox.com/products/coaching/
Motivation:
Recognize and reward your agents with digital badges and
https://www.playvox.com/products/customer-service-motivation/
gamified learning.
Learning:
Educate your agents with targeted, engaging courses.
https://www.playvox.com/products/learning-solutions/
Performance:
Set goals for key KPIs and keep your team on track.
https://www.playvox.com/products/performance-management/
Customer
AI: Uncover sentiment, intent, and interaction topics.
www.playvox.com/products/customer-ai/

https://bit.ly/3x0gijh
Improving the Contact Center Agent
Experience with a Hybrid Workforce
READ E-BOOK

https://bit.ly/3NLTuZQ
https://bit.ly/3LX8Euh
Workforce Management: Essentials for
the Modern Contact Center
READ E-BOOK

Scaling Your QA: How a Team of
Over 1,000 Remote Agents Achieve
Consistent Results
WATCH WEBINAR

About Playvox
Playvox's powerfully simple workforce engagement management (WEM) solutions transform
customer care. We deeply understand that exceptional employee engagement produces
extraordinary customer experiences, and we love creating tools that help our customers unlock
the full potential in every employee and every interaction. Playvox powers the world's
fastest-growing brands and proudly serves expanding DX pioneers such as Noom, NuBank,
SoFi, Stitch Fix, Twitter, and Zendesk. Our agent-empowering suite of scheduling,
performance, learning, quality feedback, and gamification lives seamlessly in the modern
support operations ecosystem with tools like Amazon Connect, Salesforce, Slack, ServiceNow,
and Zendesk. Learn
moregn=2022-yr-nl
at www.playvox.com.
www.playvox.com/?utm_campai
-website-ebook-cta-en&utm_source=ebook
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Schedule
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Playvox
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give Playvox
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